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This past Matching May, our generous donors set us a lofty goal of matching $11,000 - nearly double what we were challenged last year. Thanks to you and supporters like you, we were able to rise and even surpass that $11,000 goal - netting Channel Islands Restoration more than $22,000 to put towards our mission of restoring habitat and promoting environmental education on the Channel Islands and Central Coast, and we're excited to get to work.

Thank you so much for your support, Ken Owen.

2019 Volunteers (so far)

Marty Acero • Kimberley Atwood • Stephen Atwood • Rhonda Atwood • Craig Baker • Jason Balimo • David Becker • Dan Bugolin • Robin Bynum • Anne Brinton • Stiles Bristow • Kathalin Brown • Angus Broussard • Emily Bryant • Charles Buchman • Tracy Buckmahn • Tristan Bugmann • Robert Burtenshaw • Christopher Calera • Jacqueline Campbell • Bob Carpenter • Jan Carr • Jack Carr • DJ Carr • Algie Caram — Coral Case • Carol Case • Douglas Case • Carl Cash • Sandy Cash • coward • Chris Crabtree • Diana Craine • Patrick Crooks • Steven Cranberry • Lance Davis • Tara Davis • John DeDonato • Sindy Delkam • Michael Dismal • Dennis Dirk • Isabelle Draskich • Kenneth Dondred • Thomas Donnelly • Owen Daniels • Cynthia Daniel • David Dunlap • Aaron Dunlap • Andra Ettor • Sunil Eggeymer • Zachary Eich • Philip Fanchon • Amy Fernandez • Elizabeth Flint • Todd Ford • Natalie Fredin • Thomas Fink • Bill Gates • Katherine Gage • Bill Gallet • Kelly Garnar • Arthur Gaspar • Ryan Gasted • Jason Geleta • Baid Ghalayini • Greg Giddill • David Goldberg • Eric Gold • Anthony Gomera • Giselle Gomez • Chris Goodrich • Tara Gorick • Megan Gore • Carol Gorrell • Marion Gorton • Patrick Grotten • Noland Grotten • Jason Gruber • Daniel Guadalupe • Shari Hammond • Tami Hammard • Anthony J. Hart • Caroline Hann • Linda Haque • Oliver Hardie • Codi Hartley • Larry Hany • Nancy Hart • Shana Hasty • Janet Hayd • Ann Henderson • Michelle Henderson • Jean Hertin • Heather Heyerdahl • Lawrence Hickman • Kelly Hill • Lillian Hogan • Harvard Hidami • Peter Hidami • Holly Hidami • Scott Hidami • Dennis Houghton • Matthew Howland • David Horton • Heather Hubbell • Jon Huber • Tonya Huber • Monty Hudson • John Soweto • Emily Jac • Dan Jacobs • Jason Jacor • Richard James • Filip Janvork • Alissar Jenas • Angela Johnson • Benjamin Kano • Dinya Knox • William Kollar • Tacy Kennedy • John Kenny • Diane Kirsch • Aaron Kissel • Joy Kishimoto • Aaron Kraus • Amanda Kuebesh • Dora Kuda • Donald Kunet • Benjamin Kuo • Aline Kury • Andrew Lane • Ryan Landier • Vart Loomed • Ines Lee • Robert Loughty • Kip Leland • Deborah Las • Rachel Law • Philip Lief • Jared Lockhart • Barbara Loomer • Donald Lovett • Brian Lopez • Linda Lundsten • Stephanie M • Lauren Mazo • Larry Marcus • Barbara McClain • Robert McCollum • Bruce McDaniel • Sean Mcnett • Stan Metcalf • Brian Murray • Tim McQueen • Siddharth Mehta • Kirk Meyer • Ron Meyer • Mike Miller • Elyse Minkoff • Tammy Mitchin • Damon Mitchell • Jenny Molle • Kelly Marshall • John Maree • James Martin • Sarah Marti • Carrie Medlin • Blake Menden • Solia Minos • Aim Netzer • Nancy Nazario • Thomas Nelson • Judith Oliver • Robert O’Dell • Scott O’Dell • Mike Oles • Erin Oles • Natalie Pannell • Dale Parks • Matthew Pass • Evan Parson • Diego Pesto • Jean Pickler • Richard Pierre • Nicole Pittman • Jayne Prendergast • Alvin Prendergast • Jessica Prepanga • Marsha Quinn • Lisa Rand • Lorna Raiford • Michelle Rabbell • Joseph Rac • Sarah Raskin • Angela Rastor • Sarah Rastor • Christopher Reid • John Reid • Brandon Rich • David Rich • John Rich • John Rich • Joseph Rich • Jery Rich • Jeff Bischard • Patricia Rieder • John Roberts • Daniel Reck • Jonathan Reck • Nicole Rotich • Erica Bouch • Omar Sahl • Dao Sanders • Mike Sanders • Owen Sanders • Lauren Schen • Tyler Schleif • Dom Sergi • Tim Seneye • Stephen Sheehan • Douglas Slingsby • Deborah Strick • Lisa Sliker • Mike Spellman • Rachel Spellman • Sarah Spellenberg • Julie Stark • Ann Stetson • Linda Stetson • Cynthia Stirton • Matthew Strick • Caitlin Strickland • Elaine Sweet • Robert Trolley • Trudy Tua • Tyler Tu • James Underbard • Tanya Underbard • Angela Valente • Ron Van Der Karp • Van Voskey • Jo-An Van Reenan • Noel Van Slyke • Glen Varesco • Anthony Vazquez • Martina Vassberg • Janet Wald • Madison Walsh • Sunny Watts • Spencer Westbroek • Bob Westwick • Kristina Mainland • White • Phil White • Pam White • Tracey Willingham • Theodore Williams • Doug Wilen • John Wierczko • Mike Wiecek • John Wieloch • Margaret Witting

Thank you!!

NEW CIR TEAM MEMBERS!

We are very pleased to announce that we have several additions to our team.

Lizzy Sorce has joined us as our new Special Projects Administrator. Lizzy is proving herself invaluable as she assists us with a long list of administrative tasks, always with a happy demeanor and can-do attitude.

Doug Morgan has been promoted to Project Manager. Actually, he was promoted a few months ago, but we had yet to mention it. Doug is a fearless leader (though perfectly reasonable with lots of smarts) and has led Tamarisk surveys and eradication efforts in the wilderness and has led other restoration efforts in Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties.

Riley Kriebel has been hired as Foreman. Riley worked with us previously as a Field Technician and now returns to be a Foreman to help us restore habitats.

SPECIAL THANKS...

Though we primarily conduct habitat restoration, from time to time we get to conduct botanical and wildlife surveys in an effort to understand the biological community of a place before we develop recommendations for restoration. On the Sierra Madre Potreros, our Crew Leader Michael Mulroy conducted the bird surveys and organized the logistics on the potreros, and our Field Technicians Erin Merrill, Carolyn Welch and Sarah Spellenberg conducted the botanical and vegetation surveys. Our Field Technicians Brad Meiners and Nicholas Duenas were a huge help conducting the surveys. We also give a big shout out and thank you to Steve Junak, Vince Semenson and Asher Semenson for conducting surveys with us on the potreros and to Tanya Atwater and Ken Owen who helped us with logistics on our potreros survey trips.

Another thank you to Tanya Atwater and Steve Junak for leading the White Mountains trip. Another big thank you to our Volunteer Coordinator Nancy Diazy for all her work organizing the logistics of our recent natural history trip to the White Mountains. And thank you to all of our volunteers and team members who do excellent work day in and day out.

COLLECTIBLE PINS COMING SOON!

Thanks to the help of Jamie Chin, who recently graduated from Cal Poly San Luis Obispo with a Bachelor of Science in Graphic Communications, we will soon be offering collectible pins to volunteer participants in select projects as a way of saying thank you! We currently have three pins for different jobs: San Marcos Foothills, backcountry tamarisk, and San Nicolas Island.

Many of our veteran San Nicolas Island volunteers may have already collected the original and wildly popular San Nicolas Island ‘Order of the Thorn’ pins made and distributed by one of our very own volunteers. We love the idea, and have been looking to extend this program to reward volunteers for helping us out on projects beyond just San Nicolas Island. So when Jamie Chin, reached out to see if she could help CIR in any way, we were thrilled to see if she could help us make these pins a reality.

We’re thrilled with the new pin designs and we can’t wait to start giving these out!
Each morning, the common areas from the rest of the world. This collection of buildings felt by UCLA, at an elevation of 10,150 feet. This research station run by the UC Mountains Research Center, a facility of the White CIR family. I was happy to set out on this adventure with my CIR family.

As we set out each day with our backpacks and sack lunch, we caravanned to various destinations throughout the White Mountains to learn from several knowledgeable guides. As one of the foremost experts on the formation of California, geologist Dr. Tanya Atwater was an incredible and captivating guide. She shared about the formations of the California mountains and even showed us evidence of the seafloor that had been uplifted as the mountains formed. Her passion for geology was infectious, and I absolutely loved her expressed glee when we all felt the magnitude 7.1 earthquake that centered in the Mojave Desert near Ridgecrest, CA on July 5th. It interrupted the Rock Art presentation of David M. Lee, author of Rock Art East of the Range of Light. Without missing a step though, he continued sharing his interpretation of Native American petroglyphs in and around Owen's Valley.

Steve Junak, the recently retired Herbarium Curator for the Santa Barbara Botanic Garden and one of the most renowned botanists in our area, led hikes to explore the unique plant life that was specially adapted to grow in the harsh conditions of the White Mountains. Each day he introduced us to the rare and endemic plants of the area, drawing on what must be just a fraction of his total botanical knowledge. As someone who is lucky to live in an area with mild temperatures year-round, I was amazed how life has adapted to the biting winds and extreme cold of harsh winters in the high altitude of the White Mountains. The evidence of unique adaptations was at work wherever I looked. From the White Mountains buckwheat (Eriogonum gracilipes) huddled among the rocks for shelter, to the longest-living (non-clonal) species in the world, bristlecone pines (Pinus longaeva), which stood tall and defiant against the harsh conditions, yet showed the wear of millennia in their gnarled branches. I loved the motto of the bristlecone pine tree, “Grow slow; Grow old.”

Our birding expeditions were led by Santiago Escruceira, an Outdoor Education Manager in California and the Republic of Columbia. He led a birding tour around the area of the Station and gave a presentation on the history of the imperiled Mono Lake. The group welcomed his expertise of birds, the night sky, and his candid humor that kept us entertained and interested.

Life in the White Mountains exceeded my expectations. From the daily hiking opportunities to the casual evening get-togethers, I was thankful I had the opportunity to get-together. I was thankful I had the opportunity to be with an amazing group of people. We enjoyed the musical talents of CIR Board Member, Phil White and his guitar, CIR Members Julie Wood with her recorder, and Harvard and Helen Horouchi with their ukuleles.

When we finally descended the winding mountain road, each of us brought down learned lessons of the beautiful and diverse world in which we live, but also lessons learned about ourselves. For me, the main lesson I learned was that I couldn't see it all in such a short period of time. I vow to return to learn more about life in the White Mountains.
Hikers at the San Marcos Foothills Preserve in late March and early April were treated to an unusual sight – more than 400 sheep grazing near the trail. Fortunately, we had volunteers step up to serve as docents and help explain what was going on. The sheep were being grazed in a series of 2-acre pastures. They would be in each pasture for a day or two, and then moved to an adjacent pasture, and then again over a 30-day period. Our goal is to restore the grassland so that it provides habitat for birds such as western meadowlark and burrowing owl. The population numbers of both of these species have declined dramatically in North America over the past 100 years.

The San Marcos Foothills Preserve supports about 50 acres of grassland. There is much less grassland in California than there used to be due to urban expansion and farming, and most of what’s left has been taken over by invasive annual grasses from Europe and the Mediterranean region. As a result, many of the species that rely on healthy grasslands have been displaced.

In the distant past, ground sloths, mastodons, wild horses, mammoths, and other prehistoric megafauna inhabited this region. In more recent time, elk and deer were common grazers in the Santa Barbara area grasslands. The grasses native to California evolved in the presence of these grazing animals. Thus, the grasses themselves are adapted to withstand trampling and grazing by large numbers of animals in small spaces over short periods of time.

In an effort to re-create the effects of herds of grazing animals, we are bringing a large number of sheep to these grasslands for short periods of time. Grazing can be helpful or destructive. The results depend on the timing (when they start and stop), the type and number of animals, the density of those animals, the food (grass and shrubs) available, the state of the vegetation (with or without seeds), and the weather. If it goes well, non-native annual grasses will be suppressed, perennial grasses and associated plants will thrive, and thatch will be reduced.

For almost a month, we moved the sheep from pasture to pasture and gradually grazed most of the grassland on the Preserve. Now (summer 2019), a few months after the sheep were removed, we are observing that the native perennial grasses that were not grazed are alive but brown at the top, whereas the native perennial grasses that were grazed are very much alive, vibrant and green. We are also noticing that there seems to be less thatch in the grazed areas. This is a good thing for many native animals and plants. We plan to bring the sheep back to the Preserve after the next few rains, when the annual and perennial grasses turn green (often in December). The sheep grazing brought lots of interest from the community and a large number of people showed up to volunteer to help move the sheep from the east side to the west side of the Preserve. Everyone had a good time, and maybe the sheep did too. Well…maybe not, but they liked where they ended up anyway, in a nice patch of tasty grass and shrubs. We also got a lot of positive feedback from neighbors who expressed gratitude for the reduction of vegetation in this fire-prone area, and for the way it was done – with animals rather than machinery.

Thank you to the many people that volunteered to be docents near each pasture to help answer passersby’s questions, and to the many, many people that joined us in helping to herd sheep from one end of the preserve to the other. Funding is needed to support next year’s grazing program, so please consider making a contribution to support the effort.

For the past few years, Channel Islands Restoration has been working hard to lay the foundation for a very special coastal meadow habitat restoration project; and in April, we received approval to start moving forward. Located in Montecito, Hammond’s Meadow is a beautiful, open space overlooking the ocean and a Chumash cultural site. The property is owned by Santa Barbara County and has the potential to become thriving native habitat, restored from its current state as little more than a weedy lot between homes. After years of collaboration with Barbareño Chumash, neighbors and others, we received approval from the County of Santa Barbara to help bring this meadow back to its former glory.

Currently, the meadow is dominated by invasive plants. Of the 24 plant species found in the meadow, only three are native. After each rain event, thick stands of black mustard, cheeseweed, and other invasive springs out of the ground, drop more seeds, and then die off. This is detrimental to the habitat quality of the meadow, is unattractive, and creates a fire hazard.

We’re working to control the weeds and reduce their presence within the meadow by weeding them before they have the chance to produce or drop seeds. As a sacred Chumash site, we’re taking care not to disrupt the soil. After a rain event prompts new growth at the meadow, we come in and remove the non-natives, cutting them near the ground level, without disturbing the soil.

The Hammond’s Meadow – Shalawa Preservation and Management Plan calls for protecting Chumash heritage, providing space for Chumash ceremony, preserving the trail to the beach, and planting more than 4,000 native grasses and low-growing native plants. Funds are being raised now to implement the project. We hope to have funding in place in order to begin planting in November 2020. To read the full plan, please visit cirweb.org/hmp.

About making a contribution to save Hammond’s Meadow.

Restoration at Hammond’s Meadow – Shalawa Preserve
Botanical Surveys of the Sierra Madre Potreros

Did you know Channel Islands Restoration not only does habitat restoration, but also conducts research to best inform the where, what, and how of habitat restoration? This past spring we set out to do a biological inventory of the Sierra Madre Potreros - a unique set of open grasslands set along the Sierra Madre Ridge - to determine if habitat restoration is necessary and how it would best be done.

The Sierra Madre Potreros are located in northeastern Santa Barbara County, California, about 30 miles north of Santa Barbara as the crow flies (or about 100 miles as the backpacker trudges) and approximately 10 miles south of New Cuyama. The potreros are situated atop the ridge of the Sierra Madre Mountains in the Los Padres National Forest, San Rafael Wilderness. The potreros support more than 1,580 acres of grasslands. (“Potreros” means an enclosed piece of pasture land, coming from the Spanish word “potro,” meaning a male horse.) These potreros include Santa Barbara Potrero, Logan Potrero, Round Potrero, Salisbury Potrero, Pine Corral Potrero, Montgomery Potrero, and others. The potreros are on the edge of the Zaca Fire scar that burned more than 240,000 acres between July 4 and October 29, 2007.

Channel Islands Restoration recently completed a biological study of the plants and animals in the potreros in order to establish a baseline inventory. Having this knowledge helped us form preliminary recommendations for ecological restoration in the future. The study was funded by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, working in close cooperation with the Los Padres National Forest through the Southern California Forests and Watersheds – Wildfires Restoration Grant Program. The major goals of this competitive grant program are to:

1. Increase the pace and scale of restoration to address impacts from the Zaca and other fires;
2. Provide sustainable and lasting ecological benefits to the forest;
3. Engage in efficient, strategic, and innovative solutions to improve forest health and resilience;
4. Encourage 'shared-stewardship' of Forest Service lands through expanded partnership and cooperation.

We conducted an analysis of recent and historic aerial photography and found that the aerial extent of the grasslands has been stable over the past 80 years, with no noticeable change in the extent. Any changes in the soil composition cannot be determined by viewing aerial photography.

We surveyed approximately 1,285 acres of grasslands in the potreros this spring and found that they are dominated by non-native annual grasses but there are many species of native grasses and wildflowers growing there as well. In fact we found seven species of native grasses and more than 100 species of plants. In some of the potreros, 40 percent of these are native. While there are more natives than non-natives, the non-natives dominate the landscape and take up most of the space. Nevertheless, the presence of so many natives is encouraging. We were delighted to observe three rare plant species in flower but we were disappointed to observe nine invasive plant species, including hundreds of thousands of the invasive grass, Medusa head (Elymus caput-medusae).

On the Potreros, we observed more than fifty invertebrate species, two amphibian species, eight species of reptile (including a number of rattlesnakes), fifty species of birds, and at least eight mammal species. Future surveys during other seasons are expected to result in additional observations.

Our report includes preliminary recommendations for next steps. These include beginning to tackle the invasive weeds. We’ve submitted a grant proposal to start controlling some of the non-native weeds and hope that we will be successful. If you can help, either financially or physically, please let us know. We’re going to need it!

There is Nothing Quite Like a CIR Backcountry Trip

by Michael Mulroy

On each CIR trip, an assemblage of tamarisk mercenaries systematically surveys the designated watershed, leaving no trace aside from a path of tamarisk skeletons in its wake.

Aside from our destructive tendencies, our group shares a passion for the natural areas our work is helping to restore. On any given trip, our team probably includes people very knowledgeable in local plants, birds, mammal tracks, geology, topography, regional trail systems, and on and on. Our combined knowledge of an area’s natural history is formidable, and we learn from one another. Each trip can be approached not only as work, but also as a sort of field course. My favorite aspect of backcountry trips is learning from my fellow CIR employees and volunteers; at the end of each week, I feel like I have learned so much, and possibly made more people enthusiastic about birds and mushrooms (two of my main areas of interest). At the end of a trip, on average I’ve probably learned about several new plants, a few new bird calls, a new star or constellation, local geological features, topography, and a better appreciation for the place we call home.

Each trip gives me the gift of the soul-cleansing, purpose-clarifying power of being out in the wilderness, away from the distraction of technology and the hustle and bustle of my civilized life.

This is not to say that our backcountry trips don’t offer their share of minor trials and tribulations. I’ve learned the hard way to “double bag” with two sleeping bags after spending multiple semi-sleepless nights with chilly feet. I’ve had a tent totaled by ridiculously strong winds, removed my fair share of ticks, and accustomed myself to having a dirty face and gross fingernails for days at a time. But anyway, I remind myself each time that if my main worries have to do with comfort or appearance, then I’m probably in a good place.

By Day 5 of each trip, I am usually ready to get back home, take a shower, and do a thorough check for ticks. But I always leave with a smile, and within a week I am ready for the next trip. It’s amazing to me that within an hour’s drive of civilization and a few miles of hiking, you can find yourself completely isolated with a low to negligible chance of seeing a stranger for days on end, and with a high probability to see something incredible that you’ve never seen before. The places we work might not have the sort of in-your-face beauty or grandeur that attracts hordes of sightseers to Yosemite and other places, but it doesn’t take long to come to love and appreciate our backcountry areas for their subtle brand of beauty. They are pristine, quiet, and inspiring places that with a high probability to see something incredible that you’ve never seen before. The places we work might not have the sort of in-your-face beauty or grandeur that attracts hordes of sightseers to Yosemite and other places, but it doesn’t take long to come to love and appreciate our backcountry areas for their subtle brand of beauty. They are pristine, quiet, and inspiring places that

Western Pond Turtle

by Daniela Schwartz

On May 23rd, Channel Islands Restoration joined the Association of Zoos & Aquariums in celebrating World Turtle Day. For this day, we hosted information about our native western pond turtles and how you can protect them.

The western pond turtle is the West Coast’s only native freshwater turtle species and they range from Southwestern British Columbia to northwestern Baja California. These turtles live in ponds, marshes, streams, and slow moving rivers, often basking on logs and mud banks.

With a shell length of only four to nine inches, western pond turtles are nothing to be scared of - they are only the size of a quarter. Adult turtles come in various shades of browns and hints of olive green, have marbled patterns on their shell and skin, and can live for up to forty years in the wild. They feed on a wide variety of animals, including aquatic insects, grasshoppers, frogs, bees, flies, worms, crustaceans, and amphibians as well as water plants.

Western pond turtles are threatened by many factors, including habitat destruction, fragmentation, degradation, and competition from non-native species. One such species is the red-eared slider - a turtle native to the southern United States. These turtles are commonly kept as pets, but unfortunately people release them into the wild. So please, don’t release your pets into the wild! They are also vulnerable to climate change, because the gender of offspring is determined by the incubation temperatures of the eggs (a trait found in many other turtles and some other reptiles).

The U.S. Fish & Wildlife service considers the western pond turtle a species of special concern (currently under status review), and they are protected under California state law. The northern populations have virtually disappeared in some ranges, with turtle populations in Southern California in precipitous decline.

By restoring riparian habitats in the Sisquoc River, Santa Ynez River, upper Piru Creek, and Santa Clara River, Channel Islands Restoration is working to provide healthier habitats for our native turtle to thrive.